DESSERT TAPAS

CHOCOLATE BAKLAVA 8
ALMONDS, PISTACHIOS, HONEY CARDAMOM YOGURT
ZIBIBBO, DONNAFUGATA ‘BEN RYE’ 13

DRAGÉES GF/V 4
DARK CHOCOLATE, HAZELNUTS
SHERRY, BODEGAS GRANT ‘LA GARROCHA’ 10

YOGURT SEMOLINA CAKE 9
CHERRIES, WALNUTS, CITRUS, CLOTTED CREAM
BANYULS, M. CHAPOUTIER 9

TURKISH TIRAMISU GF 9
ALMOND COFFEE BRANDY, MASCARPONE CREAM ANGLAISE
MADEIRA, HENRIQUES & HENRIQUES ‘GENEROSO’ 10

PLATO de DULCES 28
A FLIGHT FEATURING ONE OF EACH DESSERT TO BE SHARED WITH PARTIES OF 4-5

AFTER DINNER LIBATIONS

MOSCATO, POQUITO (375 ML) 15
PX SHERRY, EL MAESTRO ‘SIERRA’ 12
PX SHERRY, OSBORNE ‘VENERABLE’ 35
GRAPPA DI BAROLO, MAROLO 18
GRAPPA & CHAMOMILE, MAROLO ‘MILLA’ 15
GRAPPA MI MOSCATO, MAROLO 16
LATE HARVEST TOKAJ, VEGA SICILIA ‘OREMUS’ 15
MUSCAT, JORGE ORDONEZ & CO ‘ESPECIAL NO. 1’ 10
ASK YOUR SERVER ABOUT OUR VINTAGE MADEIRAS

NO-OLD FASHIONED 9
BLACK TEA, ORANGE OIL, STRONG WATER OLD FASHIONED SYRUP
MOROCCAN MINT TEA 4
TURKISH COFFEE 6
TURKISH COLD BREW 6
BHAKTI CHAI 6
HOT OR COLD

GF = GLUTEN FREE UPON REQUEST
V = VEGAN UPON REQUEST

*THESE ITEMS MAY BE SERVED RAW OR UNDER COOKED BASED ON YOUR SPECIFICATION, OR CONTAIN RAW OR UNDERCOOKED INGREDIENTS. CONSUMING RAW OR UNDERCOOKED MEATS, POULTRY, SEAFOOD, SHELLFISH OR EGGS MAY INCREASE YOUR RISK OF FOODBORNE ILLNESS.